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TRANSFER IN GENERALIZED PRESTACK
COHOMOLOGY

ROBERT PIACENZA

The purpose of this paper is to define cohomology with coefficients
in a local system of simplicial spectra and show this leads to a simple
definition of the transfer homomorphism for a finite covering map. We
wish to point out that the method of constructing the transer map in §3
of this paper gives a different approach to the one developed by F. W.
Roush in his thesis.

1. Preliminaries. In this section we define those categories and
functors of special interest. We assume the reader is familiar with the
theory of simplicial sets and spectra as presented in [7], [9], [8], [4], and [3],

We let £?(£?*) be the category of simplicial sets (pointed simplicial
sets) equipped with its standard closed model structure. Similarly we let
S/fι {^^ψ) be the category of simplicial spectra (group spectra) equipped
with its standard closed model structure as defined in [3, Thm. 5, Pg. 439].

For X e Sf (E e 2ft) we let Xp (Ep) be the set of /?-simplexes of X
(stable/?-simplexes of E).

As explained in [8, 4.4, Pg. 468] for each integer q there is a functor
(q): <9ft -> of* where [E(q)} is the prespectrum associated to the spec-
trum E. Furthermore there is a functor Sp: ^ * -> ίφ [3,2, Pg. 438] and
adjunction isomorphism

We let c£ffι (c&ύφ) be the category of cosimplicial (group) spectra as
defined in [2, Chap. X, §2, Pg. 267]. Thus for each X e cίffr there is a
spectrum X^ with coface operators

and codegeneracies

satisfying the cosimplicial identities.
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1.1. EXAMPLE. Let X e ^ a n d E e ^ . Define X = Cs(X; £) e C 5 ^

by X^ = Set(Xp9 E) with coface and codegeneracies defined in the obvi-
ous way. [3, Appendix B, Pg. 457.]

Following Brown in [3, Appendix B] we define T(X) e Sfy for X e c5^
as follows: An ^-simplex of Γ(X) is a sequence {ψ£+n}p^0, Ψ/+n G X£+n>
such that

(a)

0<i<P

(b) {ψ/+π} has only finitely many nontrivial faces, these being
defined by dt{^+n) = {dl+p+ι^+n}.

We define approximations Γfc(X) to Γ(X) by using finite sequences
{Ψ/+«}/><;* and we have Γ(X) = limΓ^ίX) using the natural projections

Tk(X) -*\^(X).
We define a fibration in cŜ fc (weak equivalence in cίψ) just as in [2,

4.6, Pg. 275] ([2, 4.1, Pg. 273]).
The following proposition is proved in the same way as [2, 4.9, Pg.

276].

1.2. PROPOSITION. (1) Every epimorphism /: X -> Y in c&*9fi is a
fibration.

(2) Every X e cSfcί̂  isfibrant in c£fy.

1.3. COROLLARY. ///: X->Y is an epimorphism (weak equivalence) in
then T(f) is a fibration (weak equivalence) in

Proof. This follows from [3, Remarks, Pg. 435] or may be proved
directly.

For X e ywQ define a category X as follows: The set of objects of X
is llp^Xp, and for each face map 3, or degeneracy Sj we have a morphism
x -> θ jc, x -> SjX. We let these morphisms generate the morphisms of X
subject only to the simplicial identities. Compare with [5, Chapter I, Pg.
105]. By [7, 2.2, Pg. 24] each morphism θ: x -> θs can be uniquely
expressed θ = s^ ^ 3^ 3^ for suitable face and degeneracy opera-
tors.

We define the category of prestacks of spectra (group spectra) overX
denoted Sfί(X) (<§iSfy(X)) by: 5f(X) = F u n c t ( l o p , ^ ) (&Sfί(X) =
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A morphism/: <?-» J^of &ft(X) is called a fibration (weak equiva-
lence) if f(x): <o{x) -* ̂ (x) is a fibration (weak equivalence) in ^ for
each simplex x of X. $ is called a Kan prestack if the unique morphism
S -> * to the trivial prestack is a fibration.

1.4. REMARK. The category of Kan prestacks is a category of fibrant
objects in the sense of [3, Part I, Pg. 420].

A prestack <f is called a stack of spectra if S'(θ) is an isomorphism for
each morphism θ in X.

1.5. EXAMPLE. For E e Sφ we define the constant stack #with value 2?
by: <σ(x) = i? and <f(0) = 1 £ for any morphism 0.

We leave the proof of the next proposition to the reader.

1.6. PROPOSITION. Every stack $ over Δ\p\ the standard p-simplex is
isomorphic to the constant stack with value &(Δp) where Δ^ is the unique
nondegeneratep-simplex ofΔ[p].

For g: I - ^ 7 a morphism in S? we let g: X -> Ϋ be the obvious
induced functor. We define the pullback functor g#: Sfί(Y) -> *S^(X) by
composition with g. We define the direct image g#: <5^(X) -» <5^(^) as
follows: For £<Ξϊfy(X) define &'= g%S^ Sfi(Y) by setting 3?(y) =
ΠχξΞg-\y)<*(x) ^ i s defined on moφhisms of Y in the obvious way. One
easily shows g§ is right adjoint to g#. Compare with [5, Chapter I, §2].

2. Generalized prestack cohomology. In this section we define and
study cohomology with coefficients in a prestack of spectra.

Throughout this section ^is a fixed prestack of group spectra over X,
i.e., ^ e gkS^(X). Generalizing Example 1.1 we define a cosimplicial
group spectrum denoted X = Cs(X; ^) as follows: For p > 0 let Xp =
Hx€Ξχ &(x). We view Xp as a group spectrum of functions ψ: Xp -> U^(x).
If 37 is a face map of x then for each y ^ Xp+1 we have a morphism
j ; -» 3 ^ = x of Xand thus we may define a coface operator δ,-: X^ - ^1

by:

Similarly for the codegeneracies ay. Xp+1 -* X^. For each integer # we
define the cohomology of X with coefficients 9 denoted Hq{X\ &) by
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setting

where π * is the stable homotopy group functor.
To emphasize the coefficients we will sometimes write Γ(X)

T(X; &) and Tk(X; &) for the approximations.
A morphism/: 9X -> &2

 m 9ιSfί(X) clearly induces a morphism

and thus an induced coefficient homomorphism

f^:H*(X;91)^ir(X;92).

It follows from 1.3 that if / is a weak equivalence then /* is an
isomorphism. We may thus extend the definition of cohomology to
coefficients $ e Sfy( X) by setting

H*(X; β) =

where F#is the composition of # with the free group spectrum defined in
[8, 5.2, pg. 470].

2.1. EXAMPLE. If <?e &fc( X) is the constant stack with value E e ^
then Γ(Z; «?) = <P^(Ar; F£) as defined in [3, Appendix B]. Thus
H*(X; S) = H*(X; E) is the generalized singular cohomology with coef-
ficients E.

To define the relative cohomology for the pair (X, A) we proceed as
follows: Let /: A -> Xbe the inclusion and ί^ = i$i*&. We thus obtain a
short exact sequence,

We define H*(X, A\&) = H*(X; &A) and obtain the natural long exact
sequence from the epimorphism

/' : Cs(X\ 9) -* Cs(X\ $A) induced by/.

Let g: X -> 7 be a map in y'and J^e ^5^(7) . There is an induced
morphism g: Cs(7; &) -+ Cs(JίΓ; g#J^) which is defined as follows: Let ψ:
Yp -> U ̂ "( j ) . For each x e Xp let gψ(x) = ψ(g(x)) One easily checks g
is a map of cosimplicial group spectra. We let g*: ίf*(7; &) ->
/ί*( X; g#^") be the map induced by g.

Now let ̂ e gfcS^(X) and define g: Cs(7; g ^ ) -> Cs(X; S?) as fol-
lows: Let ψ: ^ -> Όgt9(y). Then for z e Xp with /(z) = j we let
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= pzψ(g(z)) wherepz: Πxeg-ιiy)9(x) -> 9{z) is the natural projec-
tion onto &(z). One easily checks that g is an isomorphism of cosimplicial
group spectra. Thus the induced map

g*:H*{Y 9gip)-+H*(X'99)

is an isomorphism.
We define the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of 9 to be the

stable Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence of the tower {Tk(X;&)} [3, Ap-
pendix B]. This spectral sequence converges to H*(X\ 9) if X is finite
dimensional or if π (&) = 0 for all suffficiently large q. π*(&) is the
composition of 9 with the stable homotopy group functor π #. The
following results is an easy application of the convergence of this spectral
sequence.

2.2. PROPOSITION. Let £ <^ ίfy(X) and suppose

'0 nΦq,

Then Hp(X\β)^Hp+q(X\&) where the right side is the prestack
cohomology of 3? as defined in [6].

We mention one other example before going on.

2.3. EXAMPLE. Equivariant generalized cohomology. Let G be a group
and / the category of canonical G orbits as in [11]. Let E: Jop -> &ύfi be a
system of coefficients. For X ά G simplicial set, i.e., X e G — SS we
define H«(X\ E) = τr_qMmj{ X, E) where we view l G / 5 a s in [11, III].
Define a stack <?over X/G by setting for x e X/G

where p: X -> X/G is the natural projection. One may easily check that
Mmj(X, E) ~ T(X/G, S) and thus H*(X; E) = H*(X/G, «?). Compare
this with [11, Thm. 2.6] and [11, Thm. 3.11].

We let y i X be the category of simplicial sets over X as in [5,
Chapter III]. For t: Z -> X in & 1 X we define #*(*; 9) = H*(Z; t*9)
with a similar definition for morphisms of Sf \ X. We briefly sketch a
representation theorem for H*( 9) leaving the details to the reader. For
the remainder of this section we shall assume ^is a stack.

First we introduce the following notation. For a spectrum E and
integer q we let E(q) = E(q)0; i.e., the set of O-simplexes of the simplicial
setE(q).
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We define a simplicial set K(q,@) as follows: Let

K{q^)n= LJ T(Δ[n]\ o*9){q)

and for each map

let g: #(<?, S?)π -> #(#, ̂  be the obvious induced map. Clearly K(q9

is a simplicial set with the obvious projection

We note that πq is a group object in ̂  I X.
Given ψ e Γ ( I ; ^ ) ( ί ) we define a section ψ' of πq as follows: For

x = σ(Δ J e *„ let ψ'(jc) = σ*(ψ) e Γ(Δ[/i], σ*&)(q). The proof of the
following proposition is left to the reader.

2.4. PROPOSITION. The above correspondence ψ κ-> ψr ώ ύ?« isomorphism
of groups. Furthermore the sections \p[ and ψ'2 are fiber homotopic over X(as
defined in [6, §2, Pg. 602]) iff ψx απJ ψ2

 are homotopic 0-simplexes of

Since the above isomorphism respects pullbacks we have the following
theorem.

2.5. THEOREM. There is a natural isomorphism of groups Hq(t; &) —
[t, πq]x where the right side is the group of fiber homotopy classes of maps.

Compare this with [6, Thm. A, Pg. 603] and [10, 5.5, Pg. 342].
Since ^is a stack we may use 1.6 to show πq is a fibre bundle in the

sense of [9, Def. 11.8, Pg. 45]. The following proposition is proved just as
[10, 2.6, Pg. 337].

2.6. PROPOSITION. Let

Y Λ z

r \ i/ t

X

be a map in y I X. If g is an ordinary homotopy equivalence in if then g*:
H*(t; $) -> H*(r; &) is an isomorphism.
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Compare 2.6 with [7, 4.8, Pg. 161] and with [10, 5.2, Pg. 341].

3. The transfer for prestack cohomology. In this section we define

the transfer and state its most important properties.

Let F be a finite set viewed as a trivial simplicial set; i.e., all the face

and degeneracies are the identity map. A map g: X -> Y in 5?is called a

finite covering map with fibre F if g is a fibre bundle with fibre F in the

sense of [8, Def. 11.8, Pg. 45]. This is equivalent to the definition found in

[7, Appendix One].

If B c Y and A = g~ι(B) then we call g: (X, A) -> (7, 5 ) a finite

covering map of pairs.

Let (ίbe a fixed prestack in <9fi(Y).

Then we have the following.

3.1. EXISTENCE THEOREM. For each finite covering map g there exists an

abelian group homomorphism g\ H*(X; $$) -> H*(Y; S) called transfer

in $ cohomology with the following properties:

3.2. Transfer is functorial over pullbacks of coverings.

3.3. Transfer for the identity covering is the identity.

3.4. If a covering splits as a disjoint union of coverings then transfer over

the total covering is the sum of the transfers over the component coverings.

3.5. Transfer for a composition of coverings is the composition of the

transfers.

3.6. Transfer induces a morphism on the E2 term of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch

spectral sequence and is compatible with the differentials of that sequence.

3.7. If g is a finite covering map of pairs there is a transfer g !:

H*(X, A\£)^> H*(Y9 B; S) that agrees with our previous transfer if B is

empty. Furthermore the transfer is compatible with the coboundary operator

of a pair.

3.8. Transfer is compatible with the coboundary operator of suitably

defined Mayer- Vietoris sequences.

Proof. To define the transfer consider the prestack Sx = g^S. There

is a subprestack £2 of Sι with <o2{y) = V#(y); i.e., a coproduct of

caτd(g~ι(y)) copies of £(y). The natural inclusion /: S1 -» Sγ is a weak

equivalence in Sψ{Y). Let s: S1 -> <?be the natural map; i.e., for each y9

sy: J>2(y) -> #(y) is a coproduct of identities. Thus we have the diagram:

Sx <- S1 -> ̂ and in chomology we obtain

H*(X; g*£) ~ H*(Y\ £ι) = H*(Y9 S
1) ^ H*(Y; S).
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We use this last diagram to define the transfer g! in the obvious way. One
may easily check properties 3.2 through 3.8 using suitable properties of
prestack cohomology. The details are left to the reader.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the naturality
of the transfer g\

3.9. COROLLARY. For each finite covering map g: X -> Y there is
induced a natural stable map

st(g):Sp(y+)-+Sp(X+).

Furthermore st(g) induces g! in $ cohomology if $ is a constant stack in

3.10. REMARK. (1) The stable map st(g) may be used to construct the
transfer in generalized homology.

(2) F. W. Roush in his thesis [13] constructs the transfer by geometri-
cal methods. For a description of this approach see [1, Chapter 4]. It
follows from the uniqueness theorem [13, Thm. IB, Pg. 92] that transfer in
stack cohomology agrees with the transfer as defined by Roush in [13].

(3) The construction of transfer here parallels that given for gener-
alized sheaf cohomology in [12].

(4) Clearly a version of [12, Prop. 3.7] may be proved for stack
cohomology.
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